
THE CERAMIC JOURNEY - GIBB CHAMBERS  

The direction of this project was inspired by the history of Westgate Road and the discovery of roman pottery, as 
well as the inital site visit uncovering a ‘pill’ form phenomenon, helping to distinguish contrast between the 
neoclassical shell of the exterior against the discovered futuristic interior feature, encouraging the shape to 

accommodate the scheme to create a sinuous and organic design whilst using the ceramic nature to generate a 
unique aesthetic through form, colour, texture and pattern. By applying the ceramic process to the vertical journey 

of Gibb Chambers, the existing staircase symbolises the sprialling of a pottery wheel, where every ceramic process 
begins - similar to where every journey through the building begins. Each floor illustrates a different stage within the 

ceramic journey, starting with the lower ground level and gradually getting richer with material. 

A CO-WORKING HUB FOR CREATIVES AND THE COMMUNITY TO COLLABORATE AND CONNECT
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1:20 AXONOMETRIC DETAILED SECTION (NTS)

This detailed section illustrates the phenomenon of the ‘pill’ form and how it inhabits the new scheme. The ground floor entrance is         
accomanied by a retail space for artists and the public to sell and buy ceramic pieces made in-house. Along side a cafe open to the public 
divided by a terracotta brick partition. The first level floor contains co-working break out points and  a kitchen, with a conversation pit to 

encourage collaboration and communication between artisans.

SHORT SECTION (LEFT) AND LONG SECTION (RIGHT)

Occupying the new scheme at two angles with the exposed repaired timber roof structure.



design
clean space to explore ideas, 
create designs and inspire 
one another 

making
forming the masterpiece, 
involving space for the wheel 
and preparing with all 
equipment 

drying
the hotter and drier the more 
evenly the ceramics will dry, 
racks/ shelves are 
recommended

trimming and cleaning
most fragile stage!
station to trim and correct 
your clay - worktops and 
intergrated spaces

bisque firing
ventilated, separate room for 
this to be executed - 
conditions to be at least 18 
inches away from any dry 
walls - 10 hour process then 
two day cool down

glazing
involves high fumes of toxic 
materials - ventilated 
glazing booths might be 
suitable - clean space to 
avoid dust entering the 
glazing

glaze firing
similar to bisque firing - 
different machines but 
requires ventilation and safe 
locating.
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FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE CERAMIC PROCESS

This collage was key for identifing the different stages within the different ceramic 
process and helped me distinguish the range of spaces required. This then led to  
applying the ceramic process to the concept of my scheme - the ceramic journey. 
Using materials to identify which floor is which stage in the process. 

3D PRINTED MODEL EXPLORING VERTICAL OPPORTUNITIES

Investigation into the long section of the existing Gibb Chambers of 
potential double/triple heigh spaces.  

CREATIVE STUDY MODEL OF MATERIAL DECISIONS

Investigation into the long section of the existing Gibb Chambers of 
potential double/triple heigh spaces.  

COLLAGE OF THE ‘PILL’ FORM PHENOMENON

Exploring how the shape fits within the existing structural walls of 
Gibb Chambers and how it inhabits the connecting spaces.

1. private potter studio 1
2. kiln room

3. drying room
4. private potter studio 2

5. shelving 
6. toilets

7. circulation 
8. shelving

9. wheel room
10. designing room
11. glazing booths
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1. pottery painting room
2. pottery making room

3. accessible toilet
4. toilets

5. circulation
6. retail zone

7. cafe
8. mezzanine storage

9. secondary entrance
10. primary entrance
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1. private pods
2. work desks

3. it space
4. meeting room

5. circulation
6. co-working social hub

7. conversation pit
8. accessible break out space

9. kitchen
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1. co-working zone
2. exhibition/workshop zone

3. toilets
4. circulation

5. studio 1
6. studio 2
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